
This week’s book: Back to Earth with a Bump!

Personal, social, 
emotional 
development:  

We are looking at perseverance in school. Talk to your child about things they would like to do and 
how we can work to reach our goals. Try to keep them short term so that children can build their 
determination, e.g. ‘use scissors to cut a perfect circle.’ Or ‘Be able to crack an egg on the side of a 
bowl.’

Communication 
and language:

We are trying to help the children to become ‘becausers!’ We want to extend their sentences using because so spend lots of 
time with your child trying to understand more. ‘I don’t want a banana’ can turn into ‘I don’t want a banana because I like 
satsumas more’. Keep modelling it to your children with your reasons and encourage them to explain their opinions. 
Also look on Busy Things at the phonic games to support listening.  

Physical 
development

While you have time at home make sure your child has basic independence skills. It’s easy to not realise that you 
have been doing it for them to get them out the front door quicker - we all do it! Make sure they can dress 
themselves, brush their teeth and hair, wipe their own bottom and put on their own shoes. 
Working from home is also a great time to build those scissor and sticking skills by making models at home. 

Reading and 
writing:

           Read the book again together and spot the rhyming words. You can have lots of fun with rhyming words       
           at home too. Help your child to draw pictures to retell the story and write underneath. If they are ready
           for a new challenge can they create their own story of what would happen if their bed flew out of the
            window. 

Maths As we continue looking at 3D shapes help your child to talk about them. Why are car tyres cylinders and not 
cuboids? What makes a cuboid a good shape for a room? What is their favourite shape?
Try creating shape games to help them talk about the features and name of the shape. For example hide a toilet 
roll in a bag. ‘My shape has 2 flat circle faces. It is long. It has 1 curved edge. I can make it roll and stop still. 
What is it?’ Can your child describe one for you to guess?

Topic - fantasy 
stories

All the stories this term start someone normal but strange things happen. Encourage your child to make up 
stories with you. Pretend with them - a box could be your spaceship or boat to travel somewhere new! Listen to 
their stories with toys and encourage them.
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